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Wordcloud poll

Regarding the topic and inequity*, what is most
important to solve for in the next 12 months?
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Where in Chicagoland should efforts focus first? 0 0 5
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Who must be involved to best address this issue
in next 90 days?
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Alderpersons, utility leads, and community leaders.
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What would be the best the metric of success
for this collaborative effort?
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Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Mobility & Clean Transportation, to
achieve Greater Chicago's climate, health &
equity goals, a critical obstacle to collectively
overcome in 12 months is _________.
(1/2)

0 3 4

"To empower local leaders with the knowledge and understanding
of how clean energy transportation has environmental, economic,
and social ROI." - Hilary Scott-Ogunrinde, State of Illinois

9 %

"The need to evaluate and plan for implementation of a Hydrogen
Fuel Cell bus pilot." - Neil Banwart, MACH H2

6 %

"To support the development of the grant application and letters
of support for the IIPD to secure government funding to
decarbonize port transportation and revitalize the local
community." - Colleen Wright, Constellation

44 %



Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Mobility & Clean Transportation, to
achieve Greater Chicago's climate, health &
equity goals, a critical obstacle to collectively
overcome in 12 months is _________.
(2/2)

0 3 4

"A just transition for clean freight." - José Miguel Acosta Córdova,
LVEJO

41 %
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Are you willing to join the Chicago 23Q4 Mobility
& Clean Transportation Task Force? If yes,
please write your name.
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AEG/Invenergy
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Regarding the topic and inequity*, what is most
important to solve for in the next 12 months?
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/2)

0 0 7

It was an honor to be involved in the

Stakeholder Challenge for Mobility

and Clean Transportation. It was

exciting to engage with other

leaders to determine how

decarbonization can be achieved.

Jeremiah Smith

I felt that this forum provided

compelling topics for discussion

and a diverse set of stakeholders to

engage with. Josh Auld

Loved the process, experience and

outcomes

from this guided rapid innovation

event

It’s rare to attend a local event that

equates to a conference and is so

thorough and so quick

Well organized and exciting -Jeff

Voss

Thoroughly enjoyed being part of

the clean transportation task force

and looking to collaborate more

with fellow members. - Indraneel

Bhandari

Great collective of minds solving



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/2)

0 0 7

complex problems Chris traeger



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
0 0 2

Centralized presentation repository

More than 2 sentences for 90 days

and 12 months



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What song should be added to the soundtrack
for todays workshop?

0 0 5

Eye of the Tiger

Herbie Hancock - Rock It!

Theme from Smokey and the bandit

Anything but except country music

Do you remember - chance the

rapper


